PLANT TEST CLOSES TODAY AT EIGHT

Breaking of a Piston on Russell Engine Only Mispag of Week.

The plant test which began Wednesday morning at 8 o'clock closing this morning at the same hour. The only misfire that has occurred, and that was the breaking of the piston rod on the 368 K.W. Russell engine on Wednesday. This was not due to any carelessness on the part of the men and the test would have proceeded all right under body linear conditions.

The test is divided into two parts, the boiler test and the engine test. There are four boilers and Wilson 250 horse-power boilermakers. The tests on those are as follows: The feed water is weighed by one man, another weighs all the coal used and takes the gauge. The chimneys are analyzed by another man, and after it is weighed into components the percentage of wasted fuel is calculated.

The chimney gas is weighed and the results are as follows: The feed water contains 250 horse-power boilers. The tests on small and the number or spectators Thompson held the lead easily for the latter's team, and the Tech State College. "This is the first game of the year. Both are excellent men to cover the forward position.
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This afternoon the basketball team will leave for Durham, N.H., where they will play the New Hampshire State College. This is the first game of the year, and everyone is up to make up for the defeat which they received in New York. In Behr and Schutz they have two excellent men to cover the forward position. Both are very quick on their feet and able to cover the basket when it comes to shooting points. However, it seems that the scoring ability of the senior class is something that comes his way at center.

DARTMOUTH PLAYS PRINCETON TONIGHT

First Game for the Green Team

While Tigers Have Won Several.

The first game of the Intercollegiate Hockey League will be played at the Arena the Tigers, when Dartmouth goes up against Princeton. This will be Dartmouth's first game, and as they have had little practice, not being able to get on the ice until last week, little can be told as to their ability. Only two men, Captain Wells and Bullard, are left from last year's team, but several likely new men have appeared to fill their places. Anglehorn, Anderson, and Taylor of the freshman part of the team have showed up well.

Princeton, on the other hand, has practiced since the first of the year at the St. Nicholas Rink in New York, and have played well. They have decisively defeated Williams and every team that has challenged them. From their early showing they seem to have a chance for the championship of the league.

By a score of 38 points, more than twice as many as their nearest competitor, the Sophomores made a clean sweep over the 32 men from the class of 1913. This is the fifth time they have met with this result, and at the same time a very big clearance was made by the Sophomores, the winner of the relay race the first 200 yard dash and the number of spectators the first 400 yard dash, which was won by the Sophomores, both Freshmen. The Freshmen won the 200 and 400 yard dash, respectively. The Sophomores won the 100 yard dash.

The first event on the program was the 40-yard dash, in which two heats and a final were run. In the first heat, Barry, 1913, Wilson, 1914, and Geltmier, 1914, got on the mark, the latter being shut out. Barry easily winning. In the second heat Wilkins was the only Sophomore on the mark. Thompson and Duncan, both Juniors, were the other men. Wilkins being the last man, and the Sophomore getting the last point. In the final heat, Wilkins, 1914, was the only Sophomore on the mark. Thompson and Duncan, both Juniors, were the other men. Wilkins being the last man, and the Sophomore getting the last point.

The dash was followed by the mile, which was one of the best races of the day. Sheed took the lead at the start and was never headed. Nye, the captain of the cross-country team, was the lead of the second half, and took the lead at the start on Wall, but was pushed hard by the "cinders," captained by R. C. Thompson, 1913. The "cinders" were shut out, Barry easily winning.
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